




 What is a crisis?
 Provider responsibilities for after-hours response
◦ Common mistakes
◦ Assuring your processes work well

 Being Pro-active: strategies to avoid crisis
◦ Strong processes
◦ Crisis plan development

 Successful crisis management: best practices
◦ Staff skills and tools
◦ Assessment and resources

 After the Crisis
◦ Debriefing
◦ Follow up with updated plan
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An inability to safely cope with a range of emotions and impulses

“A perception or experience of an event or situation as an intolerable difficulty 
that exceeds the person’s current resources and coping mechanisms.” --
James and Gilliland, 2001

“An upset in equilibrium at the failure of one’s traditional problem-solving 
approach which results in disorganization, hopelessness, sadness, confusion, 
and panic.” --Lillibridge and Klukken, 1978

An opportunity!

• Reference: State STR form defining triage levels



 Any one of the following:
◦ Member has a moderate or severe risk related to safety or 

supervision, or
◦ Member is at moderate or severe risk for substance abuse 

withdrawal symptoms, or
◦ Member presents a mild, moderate, or sever risk of harm to self or 

others, or
◦ Member has severe incapacitation in one or more area(s) of 

physical, cognitive, or behavioral functioning related to MH/IDD/SU 
problems.

 Reference: NC STR form defining triage levels
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• NONE, no current ideation (within past 30 days)

• MILD, current ideation only to hurt self or others 
(within past 30 days)

• MODERATE, ideation with EITHER plan or history
of attempts to hurt self or others

• SEVERE, ideation AND plan, with EITHER intent or 
means to hurt self or others

SCALE:

Reference: NC STR form defining triage 
levels



A process that identifies, prioritizes and integrates suicide 
risk and protective factors into an overall assessment of 
the patient's suicide risk. 

The purpose of suicide risk assessment is to inform 
patient treatment and management.
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People first begin to recognize that there is a threat.

Next, these individuals discover that the stress and trauma of the event cannot be 
dealt with using existing coping skills.

People then begin to experience fear, confusion, and stress.

Those facing a crisis begin to exhibit symptoms of distress and discomfort.

Finally, people enter a state of imbalance where the crisis situation seems 
insurmountable.

Roberts (2000)



 Emergent calls
◦ A Partners’ clinician makes a referral to the first responder or 

mobile crisis team
◦ First responder/mobile crisis responds to the member in the 

community
 First responder/mobile crisis is 24/7/365 Service

◦ Sometimes calls are severe and requires an immediate referral 
to 911 
 Member is suicidal with a plan/means or homicidal with means

 Member is actively psychotic or in severe withdrawal

A Partners’ clinician will stay on the phone with caller until 
help arrives
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Member has trouble 
connecting easily with 
provider

Increases their anxiety

Crisis can escalate

Staff minimize the perception 
of crisis based on our 
personal frame of reference

Rushing the individual

Failing to really listen

Making assumptions of what will 
de-escalate the crisis

Failing to follow up and de-
brief after the crisis

Not updating the Crisis Plan as a 
living document
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Key language from 
Clinical Coverage Policy 

8C

Enrolled providers must 
provide access to 24-

hour coverage for 
behavioral health 

emergency services

Providers must arrange 
coverage in the event 

that they are not 
available to respond

Coverage must include 
the ability for the 

beneficiary to speak with 
the licensed clinician on 
call either face to face or 

by telephone
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Each agency needs a formal process

• Clear responsibilities for each staff

• Live answer response is best practice

QA: Agencies should routinely test the process

• Mystery shopping is effective

• How long does it take to get a live response?

• Are voicemail messages returned promptly?

• Are members directed to the ED?



Strategies
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Engagement and Building Trust
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Are you 
intentional about 

engagement 
strategies and 
staff training?

Do Members 
trust that you 
can meet their 

needs?

Do natural 
supports trust 
that you can 

help? 

Do they know 
how to reach 

you?

How do you 
know THEY 

know?

Teach Back 
Strategy if 
effective



Not every crisis can be avoided. Some are symptom driven. The more skills 

and resources members have to use, they are less likely to need 

crisis intervention.
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Staff Training 
Plan

Agency culture
Staff skill sets 

and 
competencies

Learning 
opportunities in 
day-to-day work

Resource 
connection for 

self-care

Social 
Determinants 

Assessment and 
Intervention

Resources and 
ability to make 

referrals!



Services for all members

 BH-CAI BH Crisis Assessment and 

Intervention (w/in BHUC)

 CTI Critical Time Intervention

 Outpatient Plus

Specific to children

 Child-ACTT

 HFW High Fidelity Wraparound

 Young Adults in Transition
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• Members

• Natural supports

• Written formal plan

Collaborative 
Crisis Planning

• User friendly for the members

• Consider apps and technology is warranted

Resource 
Sharing

• To give to members

• To post in the agency and on the websiteMaterials
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Person-
Centered  

Solution-
Focused

Safety First!
Accessible 

& 
Responsive

Empowering
Strengths 

Based
Resiliency

Community 
& Family 

Integration

Bridge 
Building



Crisis services are provided by trained and competent
individuals to evaluate and effectively intervene

• Individuals in a self-defined crisis are not turned away
• Interveners develop a comprehensive understanding of the 

crisis
• Helping the individual to regain a sense of control is a 

priority
• Comprehensive knowledge of community resources 

is integral
• The most normalized supports & least restrictive services 

are used
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Services are congruent with the culture, gender, race, age, sexual 
orientation health literacy and communication needs of the 
individual

• Rights are respected
• Services are trauma-informed
• Recurring crises signal problems in assessment or care
• Meaningful measures are taken to reduce the likelihood of 

future emergencies
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The crisis plan is not just the document!

Engagement

Builds Trust

Teaching Opportunity

Is the member driving this plan?



One-Page Crisis Plan

• Required for individuals who 
receive enhanced services and 
who are not deemed to be at 
higher risk

3-Page Comprehensive Crisis Plan

• Required as of January 1, 2014.  

• Required for individuals who meet 
defined criteria for higher risk for a 
crisis incident:

• Child and Adult Mental Health

• Substance Use Disorder (Opioid 
and Non-Opioid)

• Co-occurring diagnoses

• IDD (not on Innovations Waiver)

11/26/2013



A good crisis plan needs to be available to ALL who may need it in a crisis!

With permission, upload to a computer for greater accessibility to:

• Individual in crisis

• Legal Guardian/Family

• Service Providers…Peer Support Specialists, First Responders, Mobile Crisis Team, 
NC Start, residential providers

• LME-MCO Call Center and Care Coordination personnel

• Emergency Department personnel

• Physician

• Law Enforcement

• Others as needed

*For individuals with a substance use disorder, the consent must meet the requirements set forth in 42 CFR 

Part II 

What barriers do you encounter to fully share the plan?
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Complete the form following 
instructions

Focus on what is important 
TO the person, not just what 

is important for them.

If the member answers "I 
don't know" take time to 
explore via conversation

Include information that will 
help a clinician who does not 
know this member

•Strategies.....clear details

•Accurate phone numbers and names 
of natural supports

This is a fluid document and 
should stay current
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Is there sufficient direction or guidance that is  
helpful to the person in a crisis?

Is the crisis plan truly individualized?

• Does it reflect the specific needs, preferences, strengths and 
challenges of the member?

• Could you learn meaningful things about the person by reading the 
plan.

Is the crisis plan up-to-date?

• Crisis plans need to be updated frequently so the information remains 
relevant and useful



Would this document be helpful to me if I 
did not know this person and needed to 
assist during a crisis?
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One Page Crisis Plan

 Part of the Person-
Centered Plan (PCP)

 Updated as needed, 
and after crises occur

 Reviewed and 
updated at least 
annually

 Full PCP uploaded into 
Alpha CM

Comprehensive Crisis Plan

 Stand alone document
 Updated as needed 

and after crises occur
 More actively 

reviewed and revised 
because of unstable 
condition and high 
needs

 Uploaded into Alpha 
CM for access by MCO 
and crisis providers
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After hours call systems are 
member friendly

Providers follow best 
practices:

Live answer is the best response for after 
hours calls

Voicemail should be a back up only

After hours response should not 
automatically direct members to the ED

Crisis plans should be available to all 
team members that may respond to a 

member after hours



Best Practices
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What did the staff do to make things worse? Better?

Video removed for posting to training library
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 Assess what stage the individual is in to know how to 
intervene safely and effectively

Anxiety Supportive

Defensive Directive

Risky Behavior Safe Intervention

Tension Reduction Therapeutic Rapport

Source;  Crisis Prevention Institute
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Provide training for:
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De-Escalation 
skills

Engagement skills

• Reluctant member

• Hostile member Stabilization Skills

Gaining Buy-In

• Allowing member to 
“save face”

• Perceived Sense of 
Control

ED is always a last 
resort

Enter Presentation Title
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Crisis Assessment

• Use validated assessment scales

Screening Tools for Symptom Management

• Tools should be validated and published for use with symptoms being presented

• Partners website has screening tools for your use

Utilizing the Crisis Plan

Agency Resources

IVC Process

Collaboration with Law Enforcement

• CIT trained officers

• Building relationships with officers
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 How do you assess staff competency for IVC?'
 Senate Bill 630 (2019 revision to IVC laws)
 DHHS info for IVC including how to become a commitment 

examiner: https://www.ncdhhs.gov/ivc
 Collaborative relationship with Magistrates
 Paperwork process: https://www.ncdhhs.gov/ivc
◦ Flow chart https://files.nc.gov/ncdhhs/documents/files/IVC-

Process-Flow-Chart---2.2019.pdf

 Video - Understanding the New Involuntary Commitment 
Forms

 Transport with family or LEO
◦ Agency policies

IVC should be a last resort
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https://www.ncdhhs.gov/ivc
https://www.ncdhhs.gov/ivc
https://files.nc.gov/ncdhhs/documents/files/IVC-Process-Flow-Chart---2.2019.pdf
https://dsohf.webex.com/dsohf/lsr.php?RCID=2d47bc65526e1d9e189a5b8646e21892


Alternative Sites for IVC Evaluation:
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Facility 
Based Crisis 

Centers

Behavioral 
Health 

Urgent Care
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Recognize LEO's have a priority of SAFETY

LEO training is not clinical

• More BH training is being offered than before. (Crisis Intervention Training)

Officers may view YOU as the expert

• Offer strategies as solutions to enhance safety

• Approach should be "we are working together"

•Know what you can and cannot share with the officer. Statutes and Policies

It is encouraged to build healthy working relationships with law enforcement
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Know MC role 
v/s LEO v/s first 

responder 
provider

Not all members 
can articulate 
who they work 

with

Relationship 
building within 

your community



 Use of verbal de-escalation skills to calm member
 Include natural supports
 Clear, detailed Crisis Plan documents that clinicians can 

follow
 PAD and WRAP for planning ahead of time
 Advocating for member need and least restrictive care
 Avoiding assumptions: sometimes something simple is the 

trigger and the member can be talked through the crisis 
and remain safe

 Not taking a member’s comments personally if upset
 De-briefing with member when crisis is over
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Best Practices
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 Assure member follow up within 5 days
 If hospitalized – contact discharge planning team and offer to 

visit member with permission
 Debrief with member
◦ What triggered this crisis?
◦ What worked and did not work?
◦ What did the member learn?
◦ Consider updates to the PCP if needed.
◦ How does the Crisis Plan need to be updated?
◦ How will the team be informed of the updated plan?

 Debrief with identified natural support if appropriate and share 
new updated plan

 Debrief with staff
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 Member is not able to learn from the episode

 Team misses out on what “really” triggered the 
member and how to intervene in the future

 Member may repeat the same situation

 Member calls increase

 Member chooses destructive strategies to cope

 Loss of trust with the member

 Dis-engagement in care; no shows for appointments

 ED Visits increase
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• Crisis response may include “thinking on one’s 
feet”

• De-escalation is a skill set in itself

• What opportunities are offered for staff learning?

• Routine de-briefing  (did well & could improve)

• Case review  (staff meetings or trainings)  

• More formal supervision: include after hours 
response

• Annual competencies

Staff Skill Building
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